Pamper
yourself
in a
luxury
pool

Going Underground
This magnificent, award-winning underground
pool allows the family to swim full lengths
and to play pool games. The patio, bar and
drum kit round off nicely this welcoming
entertainment space.

Space Saver
This glamorous pool can disappear when you want it
to. It incorporates a moving floor which changes the
water depth, from deep for adults to paddling pool
for youngsters. And you can completely and securely
cover the pool, creating space for soirées!

As summer arrives our thoughts turn to home
improvements, from small interior décor
touches to more indulgent acquisitions that
bring a new dimension to the property. It’s
also a time when we aim to spend more time
relaxing with family and friends. What better
way to achieve both ambitions than installing a
bespoke swimming pool – instant gratification
and you create a fabulous focal point for
gatherings. You and your guests can enjoy an
exhilarating swim, play vigorous pool games or
simply relax by the poolside with a cool ice tea.
There are many types of pools available,
but none as sumptuous and efficient as
those tailor-made by premier supplier,
London Swimming Pool Company
(LSPC). Here are three of LSPC’s finest,
guaranteed to accentuate the beauty of
any home and provide years of pleasure.
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Whichever pool takes your fancy,
remember that beautiful pools only stay
that way with regular care and attention.
LSPC’s professional servicing and
maintenance team will keep your pool in
pristine condition.
For more information on
luxury pools contact LSPC at
mynewpool@londonswimmingpools.com
or call 020 8605 1255.

Steel Yourself
Yes, this elegant pool is made from stainless steel!
LSPC builds these stunning pools using pioneering
technology from Berndorf Bäderbau. Stainless steel pools
have so many unique benefits, one of the best being the
ability to build the pool faster than a conventional pool –
that means you can get swimming quickly.

